
AeroCom Forum, 30th May

• Short presentation of the new AeroCom Scientific Steering 
Committee

• Short information on the next AeroCom/AeroSat annual meeting

• Discussions on the upcoming AeroCom Phase 4 experiments

o Four short presentations by Michael, Kostas, Huisheng and Johannes



AeroCom Science Steering Committee

• Yves Balkanski

• Huisheng Bian

• Sara Blichner

• Johannes Muelmenstaedt

• Gunnar Myhre

• Maria Sand

• Michael Schulz

• Nick Schutgens

• Kostas Tsigaridis

• Duncan Watson-Parris



AeroCom SSC roles

• Yves Balkanski   Aerosol properties. 

• Huisheng Bian   AeroCom phase 4 (AP4) coordinator.

• Sara Blichner*   Website and data server database.

• Johannes Muelmenstaedt Aerosol-cloud interactions, AP4 coordinator.

• Gunnar Myhre   AeroCom Forum chair, communication. 

• Maria Sand   Website improvement.

• Michael Schulz   Website maintenance, mailing list.

• Nick Schutgens   AeroSat liaison, AeroCom 2024 meeting chair.

• Kostas Tsigaridis   SSC chair, AP4 coordinator.

• Duncan Watson-Parris  Model evaluation.

* Young scientist, a 2-year term position



You 
are 

here You 
are 

here

Cuisine

AeroCom/AeroSAT
Oct 14-18, 2024 at Lille, France

Paris – 1 hour train

Paris CDG Airport – 1 hour train
Brussels – 35 minutes train

London  – 1h20m by Eurostar 

train



Participants

AeroCom/AeroSAT
Oct 14-18, 2024 at 

Lille, France

We account for

October 14 - 16 
~ 100 participants during the first three 
days of AEROCOM

October 17 - 18
~ 40 participants of AEROSAT

Dinner October 16
100 participants

Museum visit October 16
60 participants



Venue
Ascotel/MACCS

The venue is a specialised conference 
center https://ascotel.fr/en/

- Seminars & Conference center
- Restaurant
- Hotel

https://ascotel.fr/fr/


Venue

- on the territory of the University of Lille campus in Villeneuve d’Ascq
- ~ 6 minutes walk from a metro station and ~ 300 m from LOA

The room exits to a hall of 370 m2 where we’ll install supports for 30 
posters and coffee breaks services.

The Hotel*** will suggest rooms (~30) with a reduced rate (105.00 euro 
+ 1.76 euro taxe, breakfast included)
We will provide a list of other recommended hotels (prices are not 
negotiated however).

- room capacity 130 persons with presentation facilities
- flat floor, chairs in rows (chairs organisation for AEROSAT)



Venue
The Hotel***, of total capacity of 83 rooms,
rooms (~30) with a reduced rate (105.00 euro + 1.76 euro taxe, breakfast included)

We will also provide a list of other recommended hotels
(prices are not negotiated however).



Venue
Coffee breaks and lunch
Every day we will set up:
- morning welcome coffee with croissants etc (coffee beans machine).
- two coffee breaks with small cookies (at ~10:30 am and ~4 pm) 
- lunch on the place in an adjacent restaurant, sited around tables

Ice breaker
Monday on the place (food and drinks).



Banquet
Wednesday (16 October), 7:30 pm

Fairground Museum https://www.museedelafeteforaine.com/

Transportation by bus 15 to 30 minutes, the place is also accessible by public transportation (~30 min) or taxi 
within 15 minutes from city centre

The meal (rather in fairground style) served as a buffet (not sited in tables)
All the museum exposition is functioning and will be in free access



Museum visit (?) 
Wednesday (16 October), last entrance possible at 4:45 pm (?)

Lapiscine https://www.roubaix-lapiscine.com/en/home/

- arrival by Metro, ~35 minutes from 
conference place

- guided visit (focus on local history)
 - 60 people, 3 groups of 20 people

- We can suggest alternatives



Registration fee

3 days or less:   280 euro

More than 3 days:   330 euro

Banquet ticket:   45 euros

Banquet ticket
for accompanying person:  55 euros



Sponsors

Local funds are collected, which roughly 
cover the venue, buses, museum, and major 
part of banquet expenses

We will need to acknowledge one project 
(Labex CaPPA), LOA, CNRS, University of 
Lille, GRASP SAS and probably ESA,  CIMEL 
by putting their logos on the conference 
website



AEROCOM PHASE I  (ca. 2001-2010) 

 => IPCC AR4

AEROCOM PHASE II  (ca. 2010-2017)

 => IPCC AR5

AEROCOM PHASE II I (ca. 2017-2023)

 => IPCC AR6

 

Aerocom phases I-II-III     Contributing to a suite of papers, IPCC reports

   

   Papers most often mention which phase the simulations belong to

    https://aerocom.met.no/publications

   Each phase has a protocol for diagnostics

    see https://aerocom-classic.met.no/protocol.html

               

   AeroCom user server database has grouped simulation results into “phases” 

       

https://aerocom-classic.met.no/protocol.html


AeroCom phase 4 (AP4)

• Why

– Many new faces in the SSC that bring fresh ideas.

– It’s been years since the last control experiment.

– CMIP7 is taking shape.

– New, and quite different in terms of aerosols, CEDS emissions are imminent.



https://github.com/JGCRI/CEDS/blob/master/documentation/Version_comparison_figures_v_2024_04_01_vs_2016_07_16(CMIP6).pdf

https://github.com/JGCRI/CEDS/blob/master/documentation/Version_comparison_figures_v_2024_04_01_vs_2016_07_16(CMIP6).pdf


AeroCom phase 4 (AP4)

• Why

– Many new faces in the SSC that bring fresh ideas.

– It’s been years since the last control experiment.

– CMIP7 is taking shape.

– New, and quite different in terms of aerosols, CEDS emissions are imminent.

• How

– Form a protocol for a control experiment that will be able to answer many research questions.

– Expand on the control with targeted experiments with specific science questions.

– Revisit aerosol-cloud interactions.

– Answer why models differ, not just how. 

• Get involved (even if you are not a modeler)

– https://forms.gle/TGd4sDTpmYwWa7og6 

https://forms.gle/TGd4sDTpmYwWa7og6
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Link to AeroCom

I Aerosol ERF

I GCM experiments in

multimodel ensembles

I Observational

constraints

Constraining cloud lifetime effects of aerosols using A-Train

satellite observations

Minghuai Wang,1 Steven Ghan,1 Xiaohong Liu,1 Tristan S. L ’Ecuyer,2 Kai Zhang,1

Hugh Morrison,3 Mikhail Ovchinnikov,1 Richard Easter,1 Roger Marchand,4 Duli Chand,1

Yun Qian,1 and Joyce E. Penner5

Received 30 April 2012; revised 3 July 2012; accepted 11 July 2012; published 15 August 2012.

[1] Aerosol indirect effects have remained the largest
uncertainty in estimates of the radiative forcing of past and
future climate change. Observational constraints on cloud
lifetime effects are particularly challenging since it is difficult
to separate aerosol effects from meteorological influences.
Here we use three global climate models, including a multi-
scale aerosol-climate model PNNL-MMF, to show that the
dependence of the probability of precipitation on aerosol
loading, termed the precipitation frequency susceptibility
(Spop), is a good measure of the liquid water path response
to aerosol perturbation (l ), as both Spop and l strongly
depend on the magnitude of autoconversion, a model
representation of precipitati on formation via collisions
among cloud droplets. This provides a method to use
satellite observations to constrain cloud lifetime effects in
global climate models. Spop in marine clouds estimated
from CloudSat, MODIS and AMSR-E observations is
substantially lower than that from global climate models
and suggests a liquid water path increase of less than 5%
from doubled cloud condensation nuclei concentrations.
This implies a substantially smaller impact on shortwave
cloud radiative forcing over ocean due to aerosol indirect
effects than simulated by current global climate models (a
reduction by one-third for one of the conventional aerosol-
climate models). Further work is needed to quantify the
uncertainties in satellite-derived estimates of Spop and to
examine Spop in high-resolution models. Citation: Wang,

M., et al. (2012), Constraining cloud lifetime effects of aerosols

using A-Train satellite observations, Geophys. Res. Lett., 39,

L15709, doi:10.1029/2012GL052204.

1. Introduction

[2] The indirect effects of aerosols on theplanetary energy
balance through their role in cloud droplet formation and

cloud evolution involve two principal pathways. Aerosols
influence cloud microphysical structure by modifying the
size and optical properties of cloud droplets in what is often
termed the cloud albedo effect. They can also lead to chan-
ges in cloud liquid water path (LWP) and cloud fraction,
collectively known as cloud lifetime effects. Satellite
observations have been used to constrain cloud albedo
effects in climate models and typically produce smaller
aerosol indirect forcing than solely model-based estimates
[e.g., Lohmann and Lesins, 2002; Quaas and Boucher,
2005; Quaas et al., 2008]. However, satellite approaches
suffer from their own limitations, such as retrieval contam-
ination of aerosol optical depth by clouds [Marshak et al.,
2006], and the impact of data aggregation [McComiskey
and Feingold, 2012]. Another limitation of satellite approa-
ches is that spatial variations in aerosol-cloud relationships
derived from satellite observations do not necessarily rep-
resent the cloud response to aerosol perturbations from pre-
industrial (PI) to present day (PD) conditions [Penner et al.,
2011].

[3] While determination of the albedo effect is difficult,
it is even more challenging to use satellite observations to
constrain cloud lifetime effects in climate models. Since
LWP and cloud fraction are primarily determined by mete-
orological conditions rather than cloud microphysics [Kubar
et al., 2009], relationships between LWP/cloud fraction and
aerosol loading can be elusive.

[4] TheCloudSat satellite, along with other satellites in the
A-Train constellation [L’Ecuyer and Jiang, 2010; Stephens
et al., 2002] provide nearly coincident high-resolution
global observations of precipitation, aerosols and clouds,
which allows theopportunity for amajor advance in satellite
studies of cloud lifetime effects. The synergistic useof these
data has led to new insights into aerosol-cloud-precipitation
interactions [e.g., Kubar et al., 2009; L’Ecuyer et al., 2009;
Leon et al., 2008; Sorooshian et al., 2009; Stephens and
Haynes, 2007; Suzuki et al., 2010]. Here we advance these
studies further by linking the phenomenological study of
aerosol-cloud-precipitation interactions in A-Train satellites
to cloud lifetime effects. This allows us to use A-Train
observations to constrain cloud lifetime effects of aerosols in
global climate models.

2. Methods

[5] Theprobability of precipitation (POP) [L’Ecuyer et al.,
2009] and precipitation frequency susceptibility (Spop) are
constructed for warm (cloud top temperature> 273K) marine
clouds from nearly-coincident observations of aerosols,
clouds and precipitation by the A-Train satellites. Spop is
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A large number of processes are involved in t he chain f rom

emissi ons of aerosol precursor gases and primary part icles t o

impact s on cloud radiat ive forcin g. Those processes are mani fest

in a number of relat ionships that can be expressed as factors

dlnX/ dlnY driving aerosol ef fect s on cloud radiat ive forcing.

These factors include t he relat i onships betw een cloud conden-

sat ion nuclei (CCN) concent rat ion and emissions, droplet numb er

and CCN concent rat ion, cloud f ract ion and droplet number, cloud

optical depth and droplet number, and cloud radiative forcing and

cloud optical depth. The relat ionship betw een cloud optical depth

and droplet number can be further decomposed into the sum of

tw o terms involving the relat ionship of droplet effective radius

and cloud liquid w ater path w ith droplet number. These relat ion-

ships can be constrained using observation s of recent spatial and

temporal variability of these quantit ies. How ever, w e are most

interested in the radiat ive forcing since the preindust rial era.

Because few relevant measurements are available from that era,

relat ionships f rom recent variabilit y have been assumed t o be

applicable to the preindustrial to present-day change. Our analysis of

Aerosol Comparisons between Observations and Models (AeroCom)

model simulat ions suggest s that estimates of relatio nships from re-

cent variability are poor constraints on relat ionships from anthropo-

genic change for some terms, w ith even the sign of some relat ionships

dif f ering in many regions. Proxies connect ing recent spat ial/

temporal variability to anthropogenic change, or sustained mea-

surements in regions w here emissions have changed, are needed

to constrain estimates of anthropogenic aerosol impacts on cloud

radiativ e forcing.

aerosol radiative forcing | cloud−aerosol interacti ons | constraints | facto rs

Radiative forcing of climate change through interactions
between liquid clouds and anthropogenic aerosol arises

through a chain of processes from emissions of primary parti-

cles and aerosol precursor gases E, to establi shment of a

balance between production and removal of cloud conden-

sation nuclei (CCN), to effects of the CCN on droplet num-

ber concent ration Nd, to effects of Nd on cloud radiative

forcing R.
This chain can be expressed mathematically for a single-layer

liquid cloud

d ln R

d ln E
=

d ln R

d ln Nd

d ln Nd

d ln CCN

d ln CCN

d ln E
[1]

where overbars denote quantities averaged over a time period
long enough for clouds to adjust to the aerosol , and R is the

“clean-sky” shortwave cloud radiative forcing, i.e., the shortwave
cloud radiati ve forcing calculated as a diagnostic with aerosol
optical depth set to zero (1). Note that this formalism allows
feedbacks such as cloud effects on CCN, so the terms should
not be interpreted as only the response of the numerator to
changes in the denominator.

Cloud radiative forcing can be expressed as the product of
cloud fraction C and the clean-sky cloud radiative forcing for the
cloudy fraction of the sky, Rc, so the first term on the right-hand
side (RHS) of Eq. 1 can be expressed as

d ln R

d ln Nd

=
d ln C

d ln Nd

+
d ln Rc

d ln Nd

. [ 2]

Because Rc depends almost entirely on the cloud optical depth τ,
the second term on the RHS of Eq. 2 becomes

d ln Rc

d ln Nd

=
d ln Rc

d ln τ

d ln τ

d ln Nd

. [ 3]

The relationship between τ and Nd can be decomposed into
contri butions from changes in droplet effective radius re and
cloud liquid water path L using the common expression for
cloud optical depth τ ∝ L /re (2),

d ln τ

d ln Nd

=
d ln L

d ln Nd

−
d ln re

d ln Nd

. [ 4]

This paper results f rom t he Art hur M. Sackler Col loquium of the Nat ional Academy of

Sciences, “ Improving Our Fundamen tal Understand ing of t he Role of Aero sol–Clo ud

Int eract io ns in the Climat e System, ” held June 23−24, 2015, at t he Arnold and Mabel

Beckman Cent er of the Nat ional Academies of Sciences and Engineerin g in Irvine, CA.

The complete program and video recordin gs of most present at ion s are available on t he

NAS website at www.nasonline.org /Aero sol_Cloud_Int eract io ns.
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Abstract. The radiative forcing from aerosols (particularly

through their interaction with clouds) remains one of the

most uncertain components of the human forcing of the

climate. Observation-based studies have typically found a

smaller aerosol effective radiative forcing than in model sim-

ulations and were given preferential weighting in the Inter-

governmental Panel on ClimateChange (IPCC) Fifth Assess-

ment Report (AR5). With their own sources of uncertainty, it

is not clear that observation-based estimates are more reli-

able. Understanding the source of the model and observa-

tional differences is thus vital to reduce uncertainty in the

impact of aerosols on the climate.

These reported discrepancies arise from the different

methods of separating the components of aerosol forcing

used in model and observational studies. Applying the ob-

servational decomposition to global climate model (GCM)

output, the two different lines of evidence are surprisingly

similar, with a much better agreement on the magnitude of

aerosol impacts on cloud properties. Cloud adjustments re-

main a significant source of uncertainty, particularly for ice

clouds. However, they are consistent with the uncertainty

from observation-based methods, with the liquid water path

adjustment usually enhancing theTwomey effect by lessthan

50%. Depending on different sets of assumptions, this work

suggests that model and observation-based estimates could

be more equally weighted in future synthesis studies.

1 Introduction

Acting as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice nucleat-

ing particles (INPs), aerosols can modify the cloud droplet

number concentration (Nd) and the ice crystal number con-

centration (N i). An increase in Nd can impact the reflectiv-

ity of a cloud (Twomey, 1974), resulting in a cooling effect

on the climate known as the radiative forcing from aerosol–

cloud interactions (RFaci) or the “Twomey effect” . A change

in Nd may also produce cloud adjustments (Albrecht, 1989;

Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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• Build on what has worked well

• 5 years high-frequency (3 h), PD and PI 
emissions 

• 2D ”cloud-top” fields for moderate space, 
comparability to passive satellite

• Nudged to PD meteorology for high ratio of 
ERF signal to internal variability noise

• Qualitative change between CMIP5 and 
CMIP6-generation models … can we explain 
why?

• Add extensions for Lagrangian perspective, 
cloud-controlling factors

ACI “baseline” experiment
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• Potential new(-ish) directions:

▪ Mixed-phase cloud effects?

▪ Perturbed physics ensembles for process understanding?

▪ Tighter integration with the ACI process modeling (LES) and ACI 
observations communities?

ACI beyond the baseline
Link to AeroCom

I Aerosol ERF

I GCM experiments in

multimodel ensembles

I Observational

constraints

Constraining cloud lifetime effects of aerosols using A-Train

satellite observations

Minghuai Wang,1 Steven Ghan,1 Xiaohong Liu,1 Tristan S. L’Ecuyer,2 Kai Zhang,1

Hugh Morrison,3 Mikhail Ovchinnikov,1 Richard Easter,1 Roger Marchand,4 Duli Chand,1

Yun Qian,1 and Joyce E. Penner5

Received 30 April 2012; revised 3 July 2012; accepted 11 July 2012; published 15 August 2012.

[1] Aerosol indirect effects have remained the largest
uncertainty in estimates of the radiative forcing of past and
future climate change. Observational constraints on cloud
lifetime effects are particularly challenging since it is difficult
to separate aerosol effects from meteorological influences.
Here we use three global climate models, including a multi-
scale aerosol-climate model PNNL-MMF, to show that the
dependence of the probability of precipitation on aerosol
loading, termed the precipitation frequency susceptibility
(Spop), is a good measure of the liquid water path response
to aerosol perturbation (l ), as both Spop and l strongly
depend on the magnitude of autoconversion, a model
representation of precipitati on formation via collisions
among cloud droplets. This provides a method to use
satellite observations to constrain cloud lifetime effects in
global climate models. Spop in marine clouds estimated
from CloudSat, MODIS and AMSR-E observations is
substantially lower than that from global climate models
and suggests a liquid water path increase of less than 5%
from doubled cloud condensation nuclei concentrations.
This implies a substantially smaller impact on shortwave
cloud radiative forcing over ocean due to aerosol indirect
effects than simulated by current global climate models (a
reduction by one-third for one of the conventional aerosol-
climate models). Further work is needed to quantify the
uncertainties in satellite-derived estimates of Spop and to
examine Spop in high-resolution models. Citation: Wang,

M., et al. (2012), Constraining cloud lifetime effects of aerosols

using A-Train satellite observations, Geophys. Res. Lett., 39,

L15709, doi:10.1029/2012GL052204.

1. Introduction

[2] The indirect effects of aerosols on theplanetary energy
balance through their role in cloud droplet formation and

cloud evolution involve two principal pathways. Aerosols
influence cloud microphysical structure by modifying the
size and optical properties of cloud droplets in what is often
termed the cloud albedo effect. They can also lead to chan-
ges in cloud liquid water path (LWP) and cloud fraction,
collectively known as cloud lifetime effects. Satellite
observations have been used to constrain cloud albedo
effects in climate models and typically produce smaller
aerosol indirect forcing than solely model-based estimates
[e.g., Lohmann and Lesins, 2002; Quaas and Boucher,
2005; Quaas et al., 2008]. However, satellite approaches
suffer from their own limitations, such as retrieval contam-
ination of aerosol optical depth by clouds [Marshak et al.,
2006], and the impact of data aggregation [McComiskey
and Feingold, 2012]. Another limitation of satellite approa-
ches is that spatial variations in aerosol-cloud relationships
derived from satellite observations do not necessarily rep-
resent the cloud response to aerosol perturbations from pre-
industrial (PI) to present day (PD) conditions [Penner et al.,
2011].

[3] While determination of the albedo effect is difficult,
it is even more challenging to use satellite observations to
constrain cloud lifetime effects in climate models. Since
LWP and cloud fraction are primarily determined by mete-
orological conditions rather than cloud microphysics [Kubar
et al., 2009], relationships between LWP/cloud fraction and
aerosol loading can be elusive.

[4] TheCloudSat satellite, along with other satellites in the
A-Train constellation [L’Ecuyer and Jiang, 2010; Stephens
et al., 2002] provide nearly coincident high-resolution
global observations of precipitation, aerosols and clouds,
which allows theopportunity for amajor advance in satellite
studies of cloud lifetime effects. The synergistic use of these
data has led to new insights into aerosol-cloud-precipitation
interactions [e.g., Kubar et al., 2009; L’Ecuyer et al., 2009;
Leon et al., 2008; Sorooshian et al., 2009; Stephens and
Haynes, 2007; Suzuki et al., 2010]. Here we advance these
studies further by linking the phenomenological study of
aerosol-cloud-precipitation interactions in A-Train satellites
to cloud lifetime effects. This allows us to use A-Train
observations to constrain cloud lifetimeeffects of aerosols in
global climate models.

2. Methods

[5] Theprobability of precipitation (POP) [L’Ecuyer et al.,
2009] and precipitation frequency susceptibility (Spop) are
constructed for warm(cloud top temperature> 273K) marine
clouds from nearly-coincident observations of aerosols,
clouds and precipitation by the A-Train satellites. Spop is
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A large number of processes are involved in t he chain f rom

emissions of aerosol precursor gases and primary part icles to

impact s on cloud radiat ive f orcing. Those processes are mani f est

in a number of relat ionships that can be expressed as factors

dlnX/ dlnY driving aerosol ef fect s on cloud radiat ive forcing.

These f actors include the relat ionships betw een cloud conden-

sat ion nuclei (CCN) concent rat ion and emissions, droplet numb er

and CCN concent rat ion, cloud f ract ion and droplet number, cloud

optical depth and droplet number, and cloud radiat ive forcing and

cloud optical depth. The relat ionship betw een cloud optical depth

and droplet number can be further decomposed into the sum of

tw o terms involving the relat ionship of droplet effect ive radius

and cloud liquid w ater path w ith droplet number. These relat ion-

ships can be constrained using observat ion s of recent spat ial and

temporal variability of these quantit ies. How ever, w e are most

interested in the radiat ive forcing since the preindust rial era.

Because few relevant measurements are available from that era,

relat ionships f rom recent variabilit y have been assumed to be

applicable to the preindustrial to present-day change. Our analysis of

Aerosol Comparisons between Observat ions and Models (AeroCom)

model simulat ions suggest s that estimates of relatio nships from re-

cent variability are poor constraints on relationships from anthropo-

genicchange for some terms, w ith even the sign of some relationships

di f f ering in many regions. Proxies connect ing recent spat ial /

temporal variability to anthropogenic change, or sustained mea-

surements in regions w here emissions have changed, are needed

to constrain est imates of anthropogenic aerosol impacts on cloud

radiat iv e forcing.

aerosol radiative forcing | cloud−aerosol interacti ons | constraints | facto rs

Radiative forcing of climate change through interactions
between liquid clouds and anthropogenic aerosol arises

through a chain of processes from emissions of primary parti-

cles and aerosol precursor gases E, to establ ishment of a

balance between production and removal of cloud conden-

sation nuclei (CCN), to effects of the CCN on droplet num-

ber concentrat ion Nd, t o effects of Nd on cloud radiative

forcing R.
This chain can be expressed mathematically for a single-layer

liquid cloud

d ln R

d ln E
=

d ln R

d ln Nd

d ln Nd

d ln CCN

d ln CCN

d ln E
[1]

where overbars denote quantities averaged over a time period
long enough for clouds to adjust to the aerosol , and R is the

“clean-sky” shortwave cloud radiative forcing, i.e., the shortwave
cloud radiative forcing calculated as a diagnostic with aerosol
optical depth set to zero (1). Note that this formalism allows
feedbacks such as cloud effects on CCN, so the terms should
not be interpreted as only the response of the numerator to
changes in the denominator.

Cloud radiative forcing can be expressed as the product of
cloud fraction C and the clean-sky cloud radiative forcing for the
cloudy fraction of the sky, Rc, so the first term on the right-hand
side (RHS) of Eq. 1 can be expressed as

d ln R

d ln Nd

=
d ln C

d ln Nd

+
d ln Rc

d ln Nd

. [ 2]

Because Rc depends almost entirely on the cloud optical depth τ,
the second term on the RHS of Eq. 2 becomes

d ln Rc

d ln Nd

=
d ln Rc

d ln τ

d ln τ

d ln Nd

. [ 3]

The relationship between τ and Nd can be decomposed into
contri butions from changes in droplet effective radius re and
cloud liquid water path L using the common expression for
cloud optical depth τ ∝ L /re (2),

d ln τ

d ln Nd

=
d ln L

d ln Nd

−
d ln re

d ln Nd

. [ 4]
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Abstract. The radiative forcing from aerosols (particularly

through their interaction with clouds) remains one of the

most uncertain components of the human forcing of the

climate. Observation-based studies have typically found a

smaller aerosol effectiveradiativeforcing than in model sim-

ulations and were given preferential weighting in the Inter-

governmental Panel on ClimateChange (IPCC) Fifth Assess-

ment Report (AR5). With their own sources of uncertainty, it

is not clear that observation-based estimates are more reli-

able. Understanding the source of the model and observa-

tional differences is thus vital to reduce uncertainty in the

impact of aerosols on the climate.

These reported discrepancies arise from the different

methods of separating the components of aerosol forcing

used in model and observational studies. Applying the ob-

servational decomposition to global climate model (GCM)

output, the two different lines of evidence are surprisingly

similar, with a much better agreement on the magnitude of

aerosol impacts on cloud properties. Cloud adjustments re-

main a significant source of uncertainty, particularly for ice

clouds. However, they are consistent with the uncertainty

from observation-based methods, with the liquid water path

adjustment usually enhancing theTwomey effect by lessthan

50%. Depending on different sets of assumptions, this work

suggests that model and observation-based estimates could

be more equally weighted in future synthesis studies.

1 Introduction

Acting as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice nucleat-

ing particles (INPs), aerosols can modify the cloud droplet

number concentration (Nd) and the ice crystal number con-

centration (Ni). An increase in Nd can impact the reflectiv-

ity of a cloud (Twomey, 1974), resulting in a cooling effect

on the climate known as the radiative forcing from aerosol–

cloud interactions (RFaci) or the “Twomey effect” . A change

in Nd may also produce cloud adjustments (Albrecht, 1989;

Published by Coper nicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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The puzzle only comes together if all the pieces are right
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AeroCom is community-driven

We are here to facilitate & help

Propose ideas through the questionnaire, AeroCom seminars/meetings, or by 

talking to SC members: https://aerocom.met.no/
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